Som e E x tensions to the A erotherm odyna m ic Perform a nc e Study of Fla t-N ose Power-L a w B odies A nu merical stu dy is reported on a new family of blu nt leading edg es, fl at-nose powerlaw leading edg es, situ ated in a rarefi ed hypersonic fl ow. The work is motivated by interest in investig ating the aerothermodynamic characteristics of these new shapes as possible candidates for blu nting g eometries of hypersonic leading edg es. The sensitivity of the stag nation point heating , total drag and shock wave standoff distance to nose-thickness and afterbody-shape variations of su ch leading edg es is calcu lated by u sing the D irect S imu lation M onte C arlo (D S M C ) method. C omparisons based on eq u ivalent stag nation point heating , eq u ivalent total drag and eq u ivalent shock standoff distance are made between fl at-nose power-law shapes and rou nd leading edg es, u su ally assu med as the appropriate blu nting g eometry for heat transfer considerations. For the fl ow conditions considered, rou nd leading edg es provided lower drag and smaller shock standoff distance than the majority of the fl atnose power-law leading edg es for eq u ivalent stag nation point heating . It was also fou nd that fl at-nose power-law shapes yielded mu ch smaller shock standoff distance than the rou nd leading edg es for eq u ivalent total drag . The analysis also showed that fl at-nose power-law shapes performed better than the rou nd leading edg es for those cases with nose thickness of the order of the freestream mean free path. 
I. Introd uction
T he problems related to the aerothermodynamics at high flight Mach numbers have recently received the attention of several investigations because of their importance in connection with hypersonic vehicles and re-entry problems. Hypersonic vehicles are generally characteriz ed by slender bodies and sharp leading edges in order to achieve good aerodynamic properties like high lift and low drag. Nevertheless, at high Mach numbers, the vehicle leading edges should be sufficiently blunt in order to reduce the heat transfer rate to acceptable levels, and possibly to allow for internal heat conduction. In addition, as aerodynamic heating may cause serious problems at these speeds, the removal of heat near the front of the leading edge must be considered, since the stagnation region is one of the most thermally stressed z ones. Therefore, designing a hypersonic vehicle leading edge involves a tradeoff between making the leading edge sharp enough to obtain acceptable aerodynamic and propulsion efficiency and blunt enough to reduce the aerodynamic heating in the stagnation point.
Recently, considerable attention has been given to the problem of calculating aerodynamic characteristics of power law bodies (y ∝ x n , 0 < n < 1) at hypersonic speed 1−10 . The major interest in these works has gone into considering the power law shapes as possible candidates for blunting geometries of hypersonic leading edges, such as hypersonic waverider vehicles 11 which have been lately considered for high-altitude/low-density applications 12−15 . The interest in power law shape is based on the work of Mason and Lee 16 , who have pointed out that, for certain exponents, power law shapes exhibit aerodynamic properties similar to geometrically sharp shapes. They suggested the possibility of a diff erence between shapes that are geometrically sharp and shapes that behave aerodynamically as if they were sharp.
O f particular signifi cance on power law shapes are the works by Santos and Lewis 3−9 . For the idealiz ed situation of two-dimensional rarefi ed hypersonic flow, they found that the stagnation point heating behavior for power law leading edges with fi nite radius of curvature (n = 1/2) followed that predicted for classical blunt body; the heating rate on blunt bodies is inversely proportional to the square root of curvature radius at the stagnation point. For those power law leading edges with z ero radii of curvature (n > 1/2), it was found that the stagnation point heating is not a function of the curvature radius in the vicinity of the leading edges, but agreed with the classical blunt body behavior predicted by the continuum flow far from the stagnation point. Results were compared to a corresponding circular cylinder to determine which geometry would be better suited as a blunting profi le. Their analysis also showed that power law shapes provided smaller total drag and smaller shock wave standoff distance than the circular cylinder, typically used in blunting sharp leading edges for heat transfer considerations. However, circular cylinder provided smaller stagnation point heating than the power law shapes under the range of conditions investigated.
In order to improve the stagnation point heating of power law shapes, a modification was introduced into the power law leading edge. The new leading edge is composed by a flat nose followed by an afterbody surface defined by a power law shape, the flat-nose power-law leading edge. This concept is based on the work of Reller 17 , who showed that a method of designing low heat transfer bodies is devised on the premise that the rate of heat transfer to the nose will be low if the local velocity is low, while the rate of heat transfer to the afterbody will be low if the local density is low. A typical body that results from this design method consists of a flat nose followed by a highly curved, but for the most part slightly inclined, afterbody surface.
In this context, Santos 18 has examined the aerodynamic surface quantities for a family of these new contours, flat-nose power-law leading edges. The emphasis of the work was to compare the performance of these new contours with that for power law leading edges with zero-thickness nose (Santos and Lewis 3 ). The thickness effect was examined for a range of Knudsen number, Kn t , based on the leading edge thickness, covering from the transitional flow regime to the free molecular flow one. It was examined a group of shapes that combined Kn t of 1, 10 and 100 and power law exponents of 2/3 , 0.7 , 3 /4 and 0.8 . The analysis showed that flat-nose power-law leading edges provided much smaller stagnation point heating and slightly larger total drag than the power law shapes (zero-thickness nose) under the range of conditions investigated.
In an effort to obtain further insight into the nature of the aerothermodynamic characteristics of the flatnose power-law shapes under hypersonic transitional flow conditions, this work extends the analysis presented by Santos 18 by comparing these flat-nose shapes with round leading edges in order to provide information on how well these shapes stand up as possible candidates for blunting geometries of hypersonic leading edges. Comparison based on geometry, stagnation point heating, total drag and shock standoff distance are made to examine the benefits and disadvantages of using flat-nose power-law shapes over round leading edges, used in blunting sharp leading edges for heat transfer considerations. Two method of comparison will be investigated: (1) flat-nose power-law shapes are compared to a corresponding round leading edge, which generates the power law shapes, and (2) flat-nose power-law shapes are compared to an equivalent round leading edge, which is generated from the computational results for the flat-nose power-law shapes. The equivalent round leading edge will yield the same stagnation point heating, the same drag coefficient or the same shock wave standoff distance as the computed solutions presented for flat-nose power-law shapes. Thus, for the equivalent stagnation point heating, for instance, the total drag coefficient and the shock standoff distance will be the basis of comparison between these leading edges, and these properties will determine which geometry performs better.
The present study is focused on the low-density region in the upper atmosphere, where the non-equilibrium conditions are such that traditional CFD calculations are inappropriate to yield accurate results. In such a circumstance, the DSMC method 19 will be employed to calculate the rarefied hypersonic two-dimensional flow on the leading edge shapes.
II. Leading E dg e G eometry D efinition
In dimensional form, the power law contours that define the shapes of the afterbody surfaces are given by the following expression,
where y nose is the half thickness of the flat nose of the leading edges, n is the power law exponent and a is the power law constant which is a function of n.
The flat-nose power-law shapes are modeled by assuming a sharp leading edge (wedge) of half angle θ with a circular cylinder of radius R inscribed tangent to this wedge. The flat-nose power-law shapes, inscribed between the wedge and the cylinder, are also tangent to both shapes at the same common point where they have the same slope angle. It was assumed a leading edge half angle of 10 degree, a circular cylinder diameter of 10 −2 m, power law exponents of 2/3, 0.7, 3/4, and 0.8, and frontal surface thickness t/λ ∞ of 0, 0.01, 0.1 and 1, where t = 2y nose and λ ∞ is the freestream molecular mean free path. Figure 1 shows schematically this construction. From geometric considerations, the power law constant a is obtained by matching slope on the wedge, circular cylinder and flat-nose power-law body at the tangency point. The common body height H at the tangency point is equal to 2R cos θ, and the body length L from the nose to the tangency point in the axis of symmetry is given by n(H − t)/2 tan θ. It was assumed that the leading edges are infinitely long but only the length L is considered, since the wake region behind the bodies is not of interest in this investigation.
III. Meth odology
Rarefaction effects and various non-equilibrium effects must be taken into account for the accurate analysis of the flow around vehicles operating at high altitudes. As a result, continuum gasdynamics, which is based on the concept of local equilibrium, may not be appropriate, and an approach based on molecular gasdynamics is required. Of the various methods for the analysis of low-density/high altitude flows, the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method introduced by Bird 19 is the most accurate and credible procedure for computing complex problems.
In the DSMC method, the gasdynamics are modeled directly by the motion of a large number of statistically representative particles, each one with a position, velocity and internal energy. The state of the particles is stored and modified with time as the particles move, collide, and undergo boundary interactions in simulated physical space.
The molecular collisions are simulated with the variable hard sphere (VHS) molecular model 20 and the no time counter (NTC) collision sampling technique 21 . The energy exchange between kinetic and internal modes is controlled by the Borgnakke-Larsen statistical model 22 . Simulations are performed using a non-reacting gas model consisting of two chemical species, N 2 and O 2 . E nergy exchanges between the translational, rotational and vibrational modes are considered. The rate of rotational and vibrational relaxation are dictated by collision numbers Z R and Z V , respectively. Constant collision numbers of 5 and 50 are given for rotation and vibration, respectively.
In order to implement the particle-particle collisions, the flowfield is divided into an arbitrary number of regions, which are subdivided into computational cells that provide a convenient reference sampling of the macroscopic gas properties. The cells are further subdivided into four subcells, two subcells/cell in each direction, for the establishment of the collision rate. The dimensions of the cells must be such that the change in flow properties across each cell is small. The linear dimensions of the cells should be small in comparison with the scale length of the macroscopic flow gradients normal to streamwise directions, which means that the cell dimensions should be of the order of the local mean free path or even smaller 23−24 . The computational domain used for the calculation is made large enough upstream of the body to provide ample opportunity for freestream molecules to interact with those molecules that have reflected from the leading edge surface and are diffusing into the flow. A schematic view of the computational domain is depicted in Fig. 2 . The DSMC method requires boundary conditions to be specified at all inflow and outflow boundaries. Side I is defined by the body surface. Diffuse reflection with complete thermal accommodation is the condition applied to this side. Advantage of the flow symmetry is taken into account, and molecular simulation is applied to one-half of a full configuration. Thus, side II is a plane of symmetry. In such a boundary, all flow gradients normal to the plane are zero. At the molecular level, this plane is equivalent to a specular reflecting boundary. Side III is the freestream side through which simulated molecules enter and exit. Finally, side IV is the downstream outflow boundary. For hypersonic flow, a vacuum boundary condition is suitable since the flow velocities are generally high enough to prevent a significant number of particles from entering the flowfield at such boundary 25 . Numerical accuracy in DSMC method depends on the time step, on the cell size, and on the number of particles per computational cell. The method has been shown to be very accurate if the time step is small enough, compared to the mean collision time 26−27 , the cell size is on the order of a local mean free path and there are sufficient computational particles per cell in order to minimize a statistical bias. These effects were investigated to determine the number of cells and the number of particles required to achieve grid independence solutions. G rid independence was tested by running the calculations with half and double the number of cells in each direction compared to a standard grid. Solutions were near identical for all grids used and were considered fully grid independent. A discussion of these effects on the aerodynamic surface quantities for power law shapes with zero-thickness nose (t/λ ∞ = 0) is described in details in Santos and Lewis 7 . The same procedure was adopted for the t/λ ∞ > 0 cases. However, the discussion will not be presented here.
IV . F low C onditions
The freestream flow conditions used for the numerical simulation of flow past the leading edges are those given by Santos 18 and summarized in Table 1 , and the gas properties 19 are shown in Table 2 . The freestream velocity V ∞ is assumed to be constant at 3.5 km/s, which corresponds to a freestream Mach number M ∞ of 12. The leading edge surface has a constant wall temperature T w of 880 K for all cases considered. The freestream Reynolds number by unit meter Re ∞ is 21455 based on conditions in the undisturbed stream. The overall Knudsen number Kn is defined as the ratio of the molecular mean free path λ in the freestream gas to a characteristic dimension of the flowfield. Hence, the characteristic dimension was defined as being the frontal surface thickness t of the leading edges. For the thicknesses investigated, t/λ ∞ = 0, 0.01, 0.1 and 1, the overall Knudsen numbers correspond to Kn t = ∞, 100, 10 and 1, respectively. It should be noticed that Kn t = ∞ case corresponds to the power law leading edge set already investigated by Santos and Lewis 3 .
Tab le 1. Freestream fl ow c onditions
Altitude (km) T ∞ (K) p ∞ (N/m 2 ) ρ ∞ (kg/m 3 ) µ ∞ (Ns/m 2 ) n ∞ (m −3 ) λ ∞ (m)
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V. Comp utational Results and Discussion
The purpose of this section is to discuss differences in the heat transfer, total drag and shock standoff distance due to variations on the leading edge thickness and on the afterbody shape, and to compare them to round shapes. Comparisons based on geometry are made to examine the benefits and disadvantages of using these blunt geometries over round shapes.
In order to present the comparison coherently, it is necessary to repeat the results of previous publication to some extent. In doing so this section begins with part of the results for power law shapes presented by Santos 18 .
A. F lat-N o se S h ape
The heat flux q w to the body surface is calculated by the net energy flux of the molecules impinging on the surface. The net heat flux is related to the sum of the translational, rotational and vibrational energies of both incident and reflected molecules. A flux is regarded as positive if it is directed toward the surface. The heat flux is normalized by the freestream kinetic energy flux ρ ∞ V 3 ∞ /2 and presented in terms of heat transfer coefficient C h .
The heat flux q w to the body surface was defined in terms of the incident and reflected flow properties, and based upon the gas-surface interaction model of fully accommodated, complete diffuse re-emission. The diffuse model assumes that the molecules are reflected equally in all directions, quite independently of their incident speed and direction. Due to the diffuse reflection model, the reflected velocity of the molecules impinging on the surface is obtained from a Maxwellian distribution that takes into account for the temperature of the body surface. In this fashion, as the wall temperature is the same for all the cases investigated, the number of molecules impinging on the surface plays the important role on the reflected contribution to the net heat flux to the body surface.
The leading edge nose thickness effect on heat transfer coefficient C h is plotted from Figs. 3a to 3d for power law exponents of 2/3, 0.7, 3/4 and 0.8, respectively, as a function of the dimensionless distance S(≡ s/λ ∞ ) along the surface measured from the stagnation point. For comparison purpose, the heat transfer coefficient C h for the circular cylinder case is also shown as well as that one predicted by free molecular flow. It is seen from these figures that the heat transfer coefficient C h is sensitive to the nose thickness as well as to the afterbody shape. As would be expected, the flatter the leading edge is the lower the heat transfer coefficient at the stagnation point. Also, the heat transfer coefficient remains essentially constant over the first half of the frontal surface, but then increases in the vicinity of the flat-face/afterbody junction for the flattest case investigated, Kn t = 1 (t/λ ∞ = 1). Subsequently, the heat transfer coefficient decreases sharply and continues to decline along the body surface.
U sually, the stagnation region is generally considered as being one of the most thermally stressed zones in sharp/blunt bodies, as shown by the power law cases, defined by Kn t = ∞ (t/λ ∞ = 0), investigated by Santos and Lewis 3 . Nevertheless, as a flat nose is introduced in these power law shapes, the most severe heat transfer region moves to the flat-face/afterbody junction with the nose thickness rise. The net heat flux depends on th e nu m ber of m olec u les im ping ing on th e body su rfa c e a nd on th e veloc ity of th e m olec u les. As sh own by S a ntos 18 , th e nu m ber of m olec u les im ping ing on th e front su rfa c e dec rea ses in th e vic inity of th e fl a t-fa c e/ a fterbody ju nc tion, th en th e veloc ity of th e m olec u les inc rea ses a s th e fl ow a pproa ch es th e ju nc tion of th e lea ding edg e in order to inc rea se th e h ea t tra nsfer c oeffi c ient. M oreover, th e c ontribu tion of th e tra nsla tiona l energ y to th e net h ea t fl u x va ries with th e sq u a re of th e veloc ity of th e m olec u les.
T h e h ea t tra nsfer c oeffi c ient a t th e sta g na tion point predic ted by th e free m olec u la r eq u a tions 19 is C ho = 0 .9 1 2 , a s sh own in F ig . 3 . Ac c ording to th is fi g u re, th e sta g na tion point h ea ting tends to th is lim it va lu e a s th e lea ding edg e bec om es sh a rp, i.e., by redu c ing th e nose th ick ness of th e lea ding edg es (inc rea sing Kn t ) a nd by inc rea sing th e power la w ex ponent n.
In c ontra st to th e power la w bodies, th e h ea t tra nsfer c oeffi c ient C h for th e c irc u la r c ylinder rem a ins essentia lly c onsta nt over th e fi rst h a lf of th e c ylindric a lly portion of th e lea ding edg e, bu t th en dec rea ses sh a rply u p to th e c ylinder/ wedg e ju nc tion. In a ddition, th e h ea t tra nsfer c oeffi c ient over th e c irc u la r c ylinder va ries by a n order of m a g nitu de from th e sta g na tion point to th e c ylinder/ wedg e ju nc tion.
At th is point, it seem s im porta nt to c om pa re th e h ea t tra nsfer c oeffi c ient a t th e sta g na tion point for th e 7 o f 1 7
Am eric a n In stitu te o f Aero n a u tic s a n d Astro n a u tic s flat-nose power-law shapes (C ho ) pwr with that for the circular cylinder (C ho ) c y l that generated the power law shapes. Table 3 displays the ratio of (C ho ) pwr to (C ho ) c y l = 0.36 6 for the cases investigated as a function of the K nudsen number Kn t . According to Table 3 , a substantial reduction in the heat transfer coefficient at the stagnation point is obtained by introducing the flat nose in the power law shapes. As a reference, for power law exponent of 2/3, (C ho ) pwr reduces from around 2.1 times to 1.5 times, compared to (C ho ) c y l , when the dimensionless nose thickness t/λ ∞ increases from 0 to 1. It is also noted that a similar behavior is obtained to power law exponent of 0.8 , changing from 2.4 times to around 1.6 times for the same variation in the nose thickness. Referring to Table 3 , it is also observed a considerable reduction in the heat transfer coefficients of the new power law shapes when they are compared to the corresponding z ero-thickness cases. For the z ero-thickness cases, the heat transfer coefficient increased by around 12% as the power law exponent increased from 2/3 to 0.8 . In contrast, for the t/λ ∞ = 1 case, the heat transfer coefficient increased only 4 .5 % as the power law exponent increased from 2/3 to 0.8 .
The drag on a surface in a gas flow results from the interchange of momentum between the surface and the molecules colliding with the surface. The total drag is obtained by the integration of the pressure p w and shear stress τ w distributions along the body surface. In an eff ort to understand the eff ects of the pressure and the shear stress acting on the surface of the flat-nose leading edges, both forces will be presented before the total drag.
The pressure p w on the body surface is calculated by the sum of the normal momentum fluxes of both incident and reflected molecules at each time step. Results are normaliz ed and presented in terms of pressure coefficient C p .
The variation of the pressure coefficient C p caused by changes in the leading edge nose thickness is demonstrated in Figs. 4 a and 4 b for power law exponents of 2/3 and 3/4 , respectively. The pressure coefficient for power law exponents of 0.6 and 0.8 omitted here is discussed in details in Santos 18 . It can be noted from these figures that the pressure coefficient is high along the frontal surface, basically a constant value along it, and decreases dramatically along the afterbory surface in the vicinity of the flat-face/afterbody junction. This eff ect is more pronounced with decreasing K nudsen number Kn t , i.e., as the nose becomes flatter.
P lotted along with the computational solution for pressure coefficient is the pressure coefficient predicted by the free molecular flow equations and that for the circular cylinder. For the circular cylinder case, the pressure coefficient C p follows the same trend presented by the heat transfer coefficient in that it remains constant over the first half of the cylindrically portion of the leading edge, but then decreases sharply up to the cylinder/wedge junction. Also, the pressure coefficient C p varies by one order of magnitude from the stagnation point to the cylinder/wedge junction.
The pressure coefficient C p predicted by the free molecular flow equations on the front surface is 2.35 . For the thinnest flat-nose leading edge investigated, t/λ ∞ = 0.01, which corresponds to Kn t = 100, and for power law exponent of 0.8 , the flow seems to approach the free collision flow in the vicinity of the stagnation point (Santos 18 ), as was pointed out earlier. The shear stress τ w on the body surface is calculated by averaging the tangential momentum transfer of the molecules impinging on the surface. For the diff use reflection model imposed for the gas-surface interaction, reflected molecules have a tangential moment equal to z ero, since the molecules essentially lose, on average, their tangential velocity component. The shear stress τ w is normaliz ed by the freestream dynamic pressure ρ ∞ V 2 ∞ /2 and presented in terms of the skin-friction coefficient C f . The influence of the leading edge nose thickness on the skin friction coefficient obtained by DSMC method is displayed in Figs. 5 a and 5 b for power law exponents of 2/3 and 3/4 , respectively, and parameteriz ed by the thickness Knudsen number. According to these figures, the skin friction coefficient C f is zero at the stagnation point and slightly increases along the frontal surface up to the flat-face/afterbody junction of the leading edge. After that, C f increases meaningfully to a maximum value that depends on the nose thickness, and decreases downstream along the body surface by approaching the skin friction coefficient predicted by the reference case of zero thickness, Kn t = ∞. In addition, smaller thickness t (larger Kn t ) leads to higher peak value for the skin friction coefficient C f . Also, smaller thickness t displaces the peak value to near the flat-face/afterbody junction. The skin friction coefficient C f predicted by the free molecular flow equations 19 is zero along the frontal surface of the bodies and exhibits its maximum value on the afterbody surface at a station that corresponds to a body slope of 45 degree (not shown). Similarly, the maximum values of C f for the nose thicknesses investigated occur very close to the same station. As the power law exponent n increases the arc length ∞ ∞ Figure 6 . Pressure drag, skin friction drag and total drag coefficients along the body surface as a function of the Knudsen number Knt for exponent n of (a) 2/3 and (b) 3/4. s/λ ∞ corresponding to a slope of 45 degree approaches the shoulder of the shapes.
The total drag is obtained by the integration of the pressure p w and shear stress τ w distributions from the nose of the leading edge to the station L (see Fig. 1 ), which corresponds to the tangent point common to all of the body shapes. The total drag presented in this section were obtained by assuming the shapes acting as leading edges. Consequently, no base pressure effects were taken into account on the calculations. The DSMC results for total drag are normalized by ρ ∞ V 2 ∞ H/2 and presented as total drag coefficient C d and its components of pressure drag C pd and skin friction drag C f d coefficients.
The impact of the leading edge nose thickness on the total drag coefficient C d is demonstrated in Figs. 6a and 6b for power law exponents of 2/3 and 3/4, respectively, along with the drag coefficient for the circular cylinder case. It is seen that as the leading edge becomes flatter the contribution of the pressure drag C pd to the total drag increases and the contribution of the skin friction drag C f d decreases. As the net effect on total drag coefficient C d depends on these to opposite behaviors, hence no appreciable changes are observed in the total drag coefficient for the nose thicknesses investigated. The total drag for the two other cases, n = 0.6 and 0.8, follows the same trend observed for those shown in Fig. 6 .
Referring to Fig. 6 , it can be seen that the total drag coefficient C d increased slightly by a rise in the nose thickness t. The major contribution to the total drag coefficient is attributed to the skin friction coefficient, which decreases with increasing the nose thickness t. In contrast, for the circular cylinder case, the major contribution to the total drag coefficient is attributed to the pressure, that accounts for 89% of the total drag.
At this point, it seems important to compare the total drag coefficient of the flat-nose power-law shapes (C d ) pwr with that for the circular cylinder (C d ) cyl that generated the power law shapes. Table 4 illustrates the ratio of (C d ) pwr to (C d ) cyl = 1.519 for the cases investigated as a function of the Knudsen number Kn t . According to Table 4 , no substantial changes are observed in the total drag coefficient by introducing the flat nose in the power law shapes. As a reference, for power law exponent of 2/3, (C d ) pwr increases from 71.0% to only 72.3%, compared to (C d ) cyl , when the dimensionless nose thickness t/λ ∞ increases from 0 to 1. It is also noted that a similar behavior is obtained to power law exponent of 0.8, changing from 67.6% to 68.5% for the same variation in the nose thickness. It means that the total drag only increases 1.8% and 1.3% to cases n = 2/3 and 0.8, respectively. O n the other hand, a significantly reduction is observed in the stagnation point heating for the same cases.
The shock wave standoff distances for flat-nose power-law shapes have been already calculated by Santos 28 , where the procedure used in order to obtain them is described in details. Therefore, only the results will be presented in this work. Table 5 displays the shock wave standoff distance ∆, normalized by λ ∞ , for the flat-nose power-law leading edges investigated. According to this table, there is a discrete shock standoff distance for all cases investigated. Moreover, the shock standoff distance decreases with increasing the power law exponent n; as the leading edge becomes aerodynamically sharp. Compared to power law shapes, the reference circular cylinder provides a larger shock detachment, ∆/λ ∞ of 1.645. This value is about 5 times larger than that for the n = 2/3 case and is one order of magnitude larger then that for the n = 0.8 case by considering zero-thickness nose. These values reduce to around 2.3 and 2.5 times for the same cases with thickness t/λ ∞ of 1. The displacement of the shock wave is especially undesirable in a waverider geometry, because this hypersonic configuration usually depends on shock wave attachment at the leading edge to achieve its high lift-to-drag ratio at high-lift coefficient. Shock wave detachment will allow pressure leakage from the lower surface of the vehicle to the upper surface, thereby degrading the aerodynamic performance of the vehicle. In this context, the power law leading edges seem to be more appropriate than the reference circular cylinder, since they present reduced shock wave detachment distances as compared to the circular cylinder.
B. R o u n d L e ad in g E d g e
In order to compare flat-nose power-law leading edge with round leading edge, it becomes necessary to determine the dependence of heat transfer, total drag and shock standoff distance for round leading edge on the nose radius. In this connection, DSMC simulations were performed for four round leading edges, besides the reference round leading edge (circular cylinder), with nose radii R N /λ ∞ of 0.02, 0.1, 1.0, and 2.0, which correspond to overall Knudsen number Kn D of 25, 5, 0.5 and 0.25, respectively, by assuming the nose diameter as the characteristic length.
Distributions of the heat transfer coefficient C h along the round leading edge surface are illustrated in Fig. 7a with the dimensionless nose radius R N /λ ∞ as a parameter. It is observed from this figure that altering the nose radius produces a substantial change in the heat transfer coefficient in the cylindrically blunt portion of the leading edge, provided that the gas-surface interaction is diffuse. The heat transfer coefficient presents the maximum value in the stagnation point and drops off sharply along the cylindrically blunt portion up to the cylinder/wedge junction. Also, the heat transfer coefficient in the stagnation region decreases with increasing the nose radius. This behavior seems to be in agreement with the continuum predictions for blunt body in that the heat flux scales inversely with the square root of the nose radius.
The nose radius effect can also be seen in a different way by comparing the DSMC computational results with those calculated by assuming free molecular flow. Figure 7b presents this comparison for the heat transfer coefficient as a function of the body slope angle θ. Similarly to power law shapes, these curves indicate that the heat transfer coefficient also approaches the free molecular limit (C ho = 0.915) in the cylindrically portion of the round leading edge with reducing the nose radius. As expected, by reducing the nose radius the leading edge becomes sharper and approaches the wedge leading edge shown in Fig. 1 .
The heat transfer coefficient at the stagnation point C ho is displayed in Table 6 for the nose radii investigated. These values were obtained by a curve fitting process performed over the curves displayed in Fig. 7b . Distributions of the pressure coefficient C p along the body surface for different nose radii are depicted in Fig. 8a . According to this figure, it is seen that the pressure coefficient follows the same trend as that presented by the heat transfer coefficient. The pressure coefficient presents the maximum value at the stagnation point and decreases fast in the cylindrically blunt portion of the leading edge. It is also verified that the pressure coefficient in the cylindrically blunt portion is one order of magnitude higher than the pressure coefficient in the wedge portion of the leading edge. The pressure coefficient C p acting on the cylindrically blunt portion of the leading edges is compared to that predicted by free molecular flow in Fig. 8b , with the nose radius as a parameter. It is noted from this figure that the pressure coefficient also approaches that one predicted by free molecular flow (C po = 2.35) for the smallest nose radius investigated, which corresponds to an overall Knudsen number Kn D of 25.
Variations of the skin friction coefficient C f caused by changes in the nose radius of the leading edge are demonstrated in Fig. 9a as a function of the dimensionless arc length S. As can be seen, the skin friction coefficient increases from zero at the stagnation point to a maximum value that is located in the cylindrically blunt portion of the leading edge, and decreases downstream along the body surface.
The skin friction coefficient C f from computational solution can be also compared to that predicted by considering free molecular flow. edges as a function of the body slope angle θ. It is recognized that the round leading edges also exhibit the maximum value for the skin friction coefficient around a 45-degree station.
The dependence of the total drag coefficient C d on the nose radius is depicted in Fig. 10 . In this figure, the contributions of the pressure drag C pd and the skin friction drag C f d coefficients are also shown. As would be expected, the total drag for round leading edges approaches the wedge drag with decreasing the nose radius.
The dimensionless shock wave standoff distance ∆/λ ∞ for round leading edges is shown in Table 7 . Similarly to flat-nose power-law leading edges, there is a discrete shock standoff distance for the round leading edge cases investigated. In addition, the shock standoff distance decreases with diminishing the nose radius. This is an expected result since shock standoff distance on a cylinder scales with the curvature radius.
C. Equivalent N ose Radius
The stagnation point heating, the total drag and the shock wave standoff distance for flat-nose power-law leading edges have been compared to those for the reference round leading edge (circular cylinder) in the previous sections. A second means of comparison between flat-nose power-law shapes and round leading edges is defined as equivalent round leading edge. E quivalent round leading edges, or equivalent nose radii, are found that have the same value for the stagnation point heating, total drag or shock standoff distance provided by the flat-nose power-law leading edges. For instance, by holding the stagnation point heating the same, the total drag and the shock standoff distance on the equivalent round leading edge may be compared to those for flat-nose power-law leading edges in order to determine which shape is better suited for leading-edge blunting. A similar procedure is repeated for the total drag and for the shock standoff distance.
A summary of the computed data for the heat transfer coefficient at the stagnation point C ho , the total drag coefficient C d and the shock standoff distance ∆/λ ∞ for round leading edge is displayed in Fig. 11 . The stagnation point heating C ho for each one of the flat-nose power-law shapes displayed in Table 3 is used as an input in Fig. 11 in order to determine the equivalent nose radius R N,eqv . W ith the equivalent nose radius, the total drag and the shock standoff distance that correspond to that equivalent nose radius are also obtained from Fig. 11 itself.
The comparison of the total drag coefficient and the shock standoff distance for flat-nose power-law shapes and for round leading edges with equivalent nose radii that match flat-nose power-law body stagnation point heating is shown in Table 8 . It is seen from Table 8 that equivalent round leading edges have slightly lower drag and smaller shock standoff distance than flat-nose power-law bodies for the majority of the cases investigated. N evertheless, in general, flat-nose power-law bodies perform better for the Kn t = 1 case, which corresponds to nose thickness t/λ ∞ = 1. As a reference, the case n = 2/3 and Kn t = 1, which is tangent to a 10-degree wedge (see Fig. 1 ), has the same stagnation point heating as a round leading edge that is 3.17 times smaller than the reference round leading edge that is also tangent to the wedge at the same point. Furthermore, this equivalent round leading edge has a shock standoff distance that is 9.6% larger than the corresponding flat-nose power-law body. As a result, based on Table 8 , for the same stagnation point heating, round leading edges perform better than flat-nose power-law
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics bodies for those cases with nose thickness smaller than the freestream mean free path. B y using the total drag coefficient C d found previously for flat-nose power-law leading edges, Table 4 , an equivalent nose radius R N,eqv may be found from Fig. 11 that gives the same total drag coefficient as the flat-nose power-law bodies. At this time, the stagnation point heating and the shock standoff distance will be the two important factors in order to determine which shape is better suited for leading-edge blunting.
The comparison of the stagnation point heating and the shock standoff distance for flat-nose power-law shapes and for round leading edges with equivalent nose radii that match flatnose power-law body total drag is tabulated in Table 9 . It is clear from Table 9 that equivalent round leading edges have lower stagnation point heating than the flat-nose power-law bodies. Nonetheless, the equivalent round leading edges have much larger shock standoff distances than flat-nose power-law shapes. Again, by taking the case n = 2/3 and Kn t = 1 as a reference, this shape has the same total drag as a round leading edge that is around 2.6 times smaller than the reference round leading edge. Also, this equivalent round leading edge has a stagnation point heating that is around 6% smaller than the corresponding flat-nose power-law body. In contrast, the equivalent round leading edge has a shock standoff distance that is 23% larger than that for the case n = 2/3 and Kn t = 1. As a matter of fact, larger displacement of the shock wave is an undesirable property for hypersonic waverider design, as mentioned earlier. Consequently, based on Table 9 , round leading edges perform worse than flat-nose power-law bodies as the shock standoff distance consideration is involved. Another interesting result may be found from the shock standoff distance. The equivalent nose radius R N,eqv that yields the same shock standoff distance ∆/λ ∞ for each one of the flat-nose power-law shapes, Table 5 , may be determined from Fig. 11 .
The comparison of the stagnation point heating and the total drag coefficient for flat-nose power-law shapes and for round leading edges with equivalent nose radii that match flat-nose power-law body shock standoff distance is tabulated in Table 10. It is apparent from Table 10 that equivalent round leading edges provide a better performance than flat-nose powerlaw shapes for nose thickness less than the freestream mean free path.
Finally, a critical assessment of the results provided by Tables 8, 9 and 10 confirms the expected behavior for sharp and blunt leading edges. As the leading edge shape approaches the wedge shape (see Fig. 1 ), the total drag decreases, the shock standoff distance decreases and the stagnation point heating increases. In contrast, as the leading edge shape approaches the circular cylinder, the total drag increases, the shock standoff distance increases and the stagnation point heating decreases. Thus, the ideal leading edge shape for hypersonic vehicle will depend on the context. The computations of a rarefied hypersonic flow on blunt bodies have been performed by using the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method. The calculations provided information concerning the nature of the stagnation point heating, the total drag and the shock standoff distance for a family of contours composed by a flat nose supplemented by a curved afterbody surface defined by power-law shapes.
VI. C o n c lu d in g Re m a rk s
The aerothermodynamic performance of these blunt shapes was compared to a corresponding circular cylinder, typically used in blunting sharp leading edges for heat transfer considerations. It was found that the total drag is lower and the shock standoff distance is much smaller on the new blunt shapes than on the representative circular cylinder solution in this geometric comparison. Nevertheless, stagnation point heating for these flat-nose shapes is still higher than that for the corresponding circular cylinder. These flat-nose shapes behave as if they had a sharper profile than their representative circular cylinder. H owever, these shapes have more volume than the circular cylinder geometry. H ence, although stagnation point heating on these new shapes may be higher as compared to the circular cylinder, the overall heat transfer to these leading edges may be tolerate if there is active cooling because additional coolant may be placed in the leading edge. Moreover, the shock standoff distance on a cylinder scales with the radius of curvature, therefore cylindrical bluntness added for heating rate reduction will also tend to displace the shock wave, allowing pressure leakage. In this context, as the new shapes behave as if they were sharper profiles than the circular cylinder, then they present a better performance since they display smaller shock detachment distances than the corresponding circular cylinder.
In addition, equivalent round leading edges were defined with the same stagnation point heating, total drag or shock standoff distance yielded by the flat-nose power-law shapes. With the same stagnation point heating as the flat-nose shapes, round leading edges were shown to produce slightly smaller total drag and smaller shock standoff distance for the majority of the cases investigated. The analysis also showed that, for the same total drag, round leading edges gave larger shock standoff distance than flat-nose shapes. For the equivalent shock standoff distance, the shapes exhibited approximately the same performance.
It is apparent that each comparison resulted in a different conclusion for which geometry perform better. Thus, the ideal blunting leading edge relies on the context. If shock standoff distance is the primary issue in leading edge design of hypersonic waveriders, then flat-nose power-law leading edges are superior to round leading edges. Re fe re n c e s 1 O'Brien, T . F. and L ewis, M. J ., " P ower L aw S hap es for L eading -E dg e Blunting with Minimal S hock S tandoff ," Journal of S p acec raft and Roc k ets, Vol. 36 , No. 5, 1999, p p . 6 53-6 58.
VII. A ck n o w le d g m e n ts
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